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.Black Friday is going to be colder than any time in at least two years, and the frigid air could have implications for how long California and the West
maintain their grip on the title of warmest state. Temperatures in the Midwest and Great Lakes could drop well below freezing on Friday. And several

Midwestern states could see their first freeze of the season, according to AccuWeather Senior Meteorologist Paul Pastelok. Temperatures this week will
likely be near or slightly below normal in the Northeast and much of the Midwest, Pastelok said. That’s because the front that dropped across the Plains
this week is being replaced with an Arctic cold front that could make the region colder than normal into the weekend. Temperatures in Los Angeles on

Friday could dip below 20 degrees for the first time since October 2014, according to the National Weather Service. Friday will be the coldest of the year
in the Midwest and Great Lakes, according to AccuWeather. Temperatures in California on Friday could drop to the mid-20s. Most of the state could be

cooler than normal. The Northeast and Midwest typically get colder after winter storms, Pastelok said. That's because the storm systems drop large
amounts of moisture into the area that is then dropped by the air as snow. That keeps the region drier and typically makes for colder air. But 2015 is

different. All four of the coldest years on record have occurred since 2010, Pastelok said. Temperatures in California will likely drop below 20 on Friday
night, according to AccuWeather. Even if temperatures are closer to normal in California, the state is in store for a cold one. “We’ve got more cold

ahead for the state in the coming week,” Pastelok said. Many parts of California will reach temperatures that are well below normal, and even just one
or two days of below-average temperatures can be enough to make a significant impact in the state, he said. “We’re talking about more cold and below-
average temperatures here,” Pastelok said. “It’s enough to be a factor.” How much the impact will depend on how much the weather pattern resembles

past years, Pastelok said. “It really makes a difference on how long this cold lasts,” he said. �
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A motor vehicle which is stolen or a shop left unattended is presumed to be abandoned by the owner. In such a case action may be taken under ss.
25(1) and 98 of the Motor Vehicles Act (MV Act). Section 25(1) provides that a police officer may seize a vehicle which has been contravening a law or

order relating to registration or licensing and having regard to the particular circumstances of the case may treat the vehicle as abandoned. Section 98
provides that a person who has reasonable grounds to believe that any of the following occurs, may without a warrant cause the vehicle to be seized. A

vehicle which is being used in contravention of a law or order relating to licensing or registration of the vehicle or to the possession of licences or
registration plates for the vehicle or in contravention of any requirement of the law on traffic regulation which is in force on or after the commencement
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movie mohabat haulu . . . After having had it up to here with the same old grind-it-out, 2-beat, Slayer-to-Dead-Meat gay bashing try-this-and-try-that
(WERE YOU SLAYED?) metal, I decided to explore some different territory by checking out the video-metal phenomenon sweeping America. One of the
bands I found was a stoner trio called Sleep (whose maiden disc, The Curse, saw release by their hometown label, Kemado Records, in 1991. Recorded,

produced and engineered by Matt Bayles (who had also engineered the Vexed EP on East End Records two years earlier), the buzz surrounding this
Canadian-founded, Brooklyn-based quartet created a stir in the New York City underground. Their songs would feature some of the same labyrinthine
guitar riffing heard in bands like Flipper, but the kind of sounds employed were of a more dreamlike nature. Sleep's sound had an organic quality to it
that eluded the other metal bands out there: a mixture of Sunn O))), tape-re-created atmospheres, film and radio-briefed synth stabs and, never mind

the vocals (whose rougher style was more in keeping with traditional stoner bands of the time), an air of goofiness permeated these recordings. Indeed,
while Sleep's music and all their records always sound lushly produced, there is a very laid back nature to their approach. When I first heard them in the

early '90s I remember being totally enveloped in their music, almost like it was tangible, as if there was music on every street corner, in every bar, in
every apartment, all I had to do was press play and there it was. Nowadays this experience has changed somewhat as they have become more popular
and have consequently had to "junk it up" for radio and commercial consumption. It's hard for me to imagine an audience ever being as involved with

Sleep as they were back then, partly because they are a little too well-produced for that and partly because their hippie-ish ramblings and lack of
(commercial) motivation are not the kind of thing that sells. 1. Beauty Salon (Hang On) 2. Beautiful Lady (Bag Of Weed) 3. Till The Day You Die (Hanging

Garden) 4. Sing Your Praises To God (Hanging Garden
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